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Laws Against the Law?
Ban the Pledge of Alegiance?

I found this in an email today - and it scares me!

Now I'm afraid to even recite the pledge of allegiance to the flag Why? Because it contains Shari'ah Law in it!

Read . .

"I pledge allegiance to the flag of the United States of America,
And to the Republic for which it stands,
One nation, under GOD(?), with liberty and justice for all."

A nation UNDER GOD's Laws is a nation under a Shari'ah (Arabic for God's Laws). Just as the
'Torah' (proper name for the Old Testament) means the LAW OF GOD in Hebrew, the word
'Shari'ah' in Arabic means essentially the same thing. So, is this another attempt by the atheists
to get God out of the USA?
Do our elected officials know what they are signing? Let's keep up with this one...

What is your take on it?:
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Strategy To Destroy Enemy Country
Yuri Bezmenov, a KGB (Soviet State security Service) Agent born 1939 in Moscow, his father
was high ranking officer in soviet state services, explains that the strategy of destroying an
enemy country has 3 stages:
1. Demoralization [process takes 15 years for young generation to be morally destroyed. Brain
washed so even if they see the truth with their own eyes they won't believe.
2. Economic Destabilization [2-5 years, Monetary & Infrastructure destroyed]
3. Chaos in Crisis [Only takes about 6 weeks]
Would this information have any affect on us today?
Of course not.
1. We are already a totally demoralized nation.
2. Our economy and infrastructure is almost totally destroyed.
3. Now Look - Half the states have actually passed laws against the Constitution of the United
States:

Freedom of Speech - Now limited to certain topics
Freedom to Lie - No limit

Freedom to marry according to person religion - limited/outlawed
Freedom to fornicate (sex without marriage) - No limits

Forbid God's Laws - 23 states forbid Shari'ah (God's Law in Arabic) - Outlawed
Torah (God's Law in Hebrew) - 10 Commandments - Are They Next?
Pledge of Allegiance (..one nation, under God, with liberty and justice for all..)?
Against the law in America - to say the pledge of allegiance to the flag?

Gun Control Laws - That's Next (coming soon to a controlled state near you).
Attitude of general public: So what? Who cares?
We can't see our hands in front of our faces.
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Are we Blind . . ?

- Man-Made Laws will contradict and confuse - But God's Laws never abuse!
- God's Laws don't oppress or cause distress - His Laws outweigh and are over the rest!

- Man's Laws Lean to the Left or Lean to the Right - God's Laws are centered and bring true Light!
- Obedience to man-made god's - instead of the One - Bring only loss - and the devil has won.

The real Laws of the Real God never contradict, never confuse and never oppress - They bring
light to the darkness of humanity.

May Almighty God awaken the American people... Ameen.
Yusuf Estes

Salam alaykum,
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